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What do you know about zee business live?

Zee Media is one of the best and most established media in India. They have many channels,
such as news and business channels as well. Most interestingly, Zee Media Corporation has
numerous channels in various languages. But among them, Zee business live is the most famous
channel.
In this article, we will talk about the zee business live (https://moneypip.com/zee-business-live-tv-

zeebiz-live-tv/) channel and give you a decent idea.

Gain Knowledge about the channel

In the Indian media sector, zee business live is one of India’s best business news channels. The
channel was launched in the year of 2005. Recently, the channel has become one of the most
popular channels. The main work of the channel is to present business news to Indian
audiences.

It offers share market news, prominent news and other business news. As per the TRP ratings,
the channel has 61 per cent. It has become one of the best business channels in the country. It
also became one of the trusted business channels in the nation among viewers.

The Historical Facts of the Channel
In the Indian sector, the business phenomenon changed in 2000. At this time, this channel
comes with a huge responsibility. At this time, the Indian Economy had seen significant positive
changes. It has seen immense growth. Zee Media Corporation took the initiative to reach all
types of business people via this channel.

The channel started emphasizing the regional business sector as well. For this reason, the
channel also began to cover each business news. Side by side, zee business live also presented
the socio-economic industry in this country.

The Basic Facts of zee business live.

As a reader, you should know about the basic features of this famous channel. In the following
discussion, we will give you proper idea features of this channel.

In recent times, due to the digitization of the business, this channel also has a website. You can
check and read the news via this website as well.
The URL of the website is zeebix.com (http://zeebix.com).
The website offers the news both in Hindi and English languages.
The channel mainly covers finance-related news. The channel also covers personal finance-
related news, company-related news, market news, technology and business-related news and
other recent business news trends in the country.
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The channel also provides emphasis on small business news.
The channel also covers world business news, tax-related news and many other updates.
The Famous News Programs on zee business live.

The channel is also famous for its various types of business programs. As a reader, you should
know about the renowned news programs on this channel.

Mandi Live is a very famous program. The central theme of this news program is to offer
essential and vital news about the gold market, silver market and energy-related news. This
program also covers information on agriculture and metal.
Big Story Big Debate is another famous news-related program on this channel. This program
covers economic and social business-related issues. The program also tries to determine the
relationship between politics and the financial sector.
The channel also presents Bollywood-related news. The name of the program is Box Office. It is
a very famous program on this channel. It has thousands of views daily. The program has
already done more than 100 episodes. The main aim of Box Office is to present movie business-
related news. It also offers analytical information about this industry’s movies and business
factors.

The news channel also features current business-related news RBI, repo rate, inflation, and
business scam-related news. If you like business news, you can quickly get the update from this
famous channel.


